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Abstract

Introduction

Membrane
structures
of macromolecular
dimensions
were imaged
with
high resolution
secondary electron
type I (SE-I) signal
contrasts
on metal coated biological
specimens.
The quality
of the surface
information
was strongly
dependent
on the signal
used for microscopy
and on the
properties
of metal
films,
i.e.,
thickness,
continuity,
structure
and decoration
effects.
Films of 10 nm thickness
produced so much type II
electrons
that identical
images were obtained with
the conventional
SE-II and BSE-II signals.
In
such images, the type I SE si gna 1 was so 1ow that
only very weak contrasts
were recognizable.
If the
films
- continuous
or discontinuous
- were
composed
of large
metal
aggregates
(gold
and
platinum)
a strong micro-roughness
contrast
was
produced
by the
type
II
signal.
At high
magnifi cat i ans (100,000 x) this background s i gna 1
greatly
reduced the S/N ratio
of the SE-I signal.
A similar
effect
was previously
shown to be
produced by the type III background
signal.
The
type
II background
signal
minimized
when
continuous
films of small aggregates
(tantalum
and
chromium) were applied.
SE-I contrast
dominated
in the image if the film thickness
was limited
to
1 nm. Additionally,
it was found that gold and
platinum decorated
membrane surface
structures,
<20 nm in size,
and did not reveal
all
the
topographic
information
available
(size,
shape,
orientation
spacing of small surface features)
but
merely displayed
center-to-center
distances.
These
decoration
effects
were avoided
and extensive
topographic
information
was obtained
through
surf ace coating
with Ta or Cr.

In recent years,
high magnification
scanning
electron
microscopy
(SEM) has
challenged
transmission
electron
microscopy
(TEM) as a means
of obtaining
high
resolution
images
of the
surface of biological
specimens.
Conventional
TEM
is bound to platinum-carbon
replication
of the
specimens since only platinum resists
the cleaning
procedures
used in the replica
technique
to remove
a 11 of the specimen
beneath
the replica.
The
topographic
resolution
of such replicas
is not
limited
by the instrumental
resolution
but by the
inability
of platinum
(deposited
at temperature
>100
K) to
"replicate"
or
coat
small
macromolecular
fine structure
on surfaces.
In SEM,
metals other than platinum
can be used to pattern
even the smallest
surface
details
since the metal
film
is visualized
directly
on the specimen's
surface
without
further
treatment.
The resolution
is only limited
by instrumental
parameters
and is
improved sufficiently
in modern scanning electron
microscopes
if they
are equipped
with
high
brightness
electron
guns and are operated
in a
high resolution
imaging mode.
The imaging
theory
for
SEM covers
the
generation
and collection
of the signal as well as
the generation
of contrasts.
Both aspects
were
al ready studied
for conventional
SEM (Kanter,
1957; Everhart
et al., 1959; Seiler,
1967; Reimer
et al.,
1968; Drescher
et al.,
1970) as well as
for high magnification
SEM (Broers,
1969 and 1970;
Wells,
1971; Koike et al.,
1971; Wells,
1974;
Watabe et al., 1976; Peters,
1982a and b; Seiler,
1983;
Peters,
1984a and b) using
secondary
electrons
(SE) or backscattered
electrons
(BSE).
However, only recently
the generation
of SE
contrasts
in images of high magnification
was
investigated
in detail.
High magnification
topographic
contrasts
provided a good qualitative
and quantitative
assay
for high resolution
type I
signals
(George and Robinson, 1977a). Conventional
imaging
(George and Rabi nson,
1976 and 1977b;
Pawley,
1984) failed
to produce high resolution
signal
contrasts
and conventional
Monte Carlo
computation
seemed to overestimate
the signal's
strength
(Seiler,
1983).
Development of a special
signal
collection
procedure
to enrich
the high
resolution
SE signal (Peters,
1982a and 1984a) and
revised
calculations
of expected signal strength
(Joy, 1984) made it possible
to establish
a new

*This
paper
has been reprinted
from
Electron
Microscopy 1985; IV: 1519-1544.
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numerical
expression.
The stereo micrographs
in figures
11 - 15 may
be viewed with stereo
prisms (System Nesh).
The
inexpensive
plastic
prisms
were obtained
from
Bal zers High Vac. Corp., Nashua,
NH (Part
No.:
B80 1004 045) or from Marvik Ld., Halifax
NS,
Canada (Part No.: 0 640).
Specimen for Testing Signal Collection.
Colloidal
gold
particles,
15-20
nm in
diameter,
were stabilized
with 1% polyethylene
glycol
(Harri sberger
and Rasset,
1977) and mixed
with suspensions
of tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) and
ferritin.
The particles
were adsorbed to silicon
wafer chips, 5 x 7 mm in size, dehydrated
in three
steps
in 30%, 60% and absolute
ethanol
and air
dried.
The preparation
details
were previously
described
(Peters,
1982b and 1986).
Biological
Specimen Preparation.
The biological
tissue
was perfusion-fixed
and
prepared
for electron
microscopy
as follows.
Under light
ether anesthesia,
male Swiss albino
mice were perfused
at constant
pressure
through
the left
ventricle
with
warmed
Dulbecco's
phosphate buffered
saline
supplemented
with 14 mM
glucose
(PBSG) at a rate
of 3.5 ml/min
and a
pressure
of 60 - 80 mm Hg.
The right ventricle
was cut open to allow
easy
outflow
of the
perfusate.
The whole animal was fixed by perfusion
in situ with warmed 3% glutaraldehyde
in 0.1 M
sodium cacodyl ate buffer,
pH 7 .2. After fixation
for dO min, the kidneys
were removed,
cut into
large wedge shaped pieces of 2 x 8 mm in size and
immersed in the same fixative
for 2 hours at 4°C.
Then after
rinsing
in PBSG, post fixation
in
veronal acetate
buffered
1% Os04 (pH 7.6, 4°C) was
carried
out for 2 hours.
After rinsing
in PBSG,
the kidney pieces were cut with a vibratome
into
100 - 150 11m thick slices
and additionally
fixed
for 30 min in the buffered Os04 • The tissue
slices
were then treated
so as to obtain
a "controlled
osmium impregnation"
(Peters
and Green, 1983). One
to four slices
were washed at 20°C in 45 ml of
0.15 M NaCl under rocking
motion 5 times for 10 15 min at each time before
being treated
with
thiocarbohydrazide
(TCH, saturated
in 0.15 M NaCl)
for 10 min at 20°C.
The specimens
were then
washed 8 times as above with NaCl and successively
immersed
in 1% buffered
Os0 4 for 10 min at 20°C.
After final
washing for 4 - 5 times with H2 0 the
slices
were transferred
into BEEM containers
for
dehydration
in a continuous
gradient
between H20
and absolute
ethanol
and absolute
ethanol
and
Freon 113 (TF) and critical
point-dried
in
2
according
to the exchange method (Peters,
1980aJ.
After drying,
the slices
were mounted for metal
deposition
with double
stick
tape onto silicon
chips.
Specimens for direct
observation
without
metal application
were mounted on chips covered by
a thin layer
of carbon
paste
(DAG 154, Acheson
Colloids
Co.,
Port
Huron,
MI).
Slices
not
immediately
used were stored
in BEEM containers
closed by another,
second lid.
Metal Deposition.
Metal
was deposited
onto
the
mounted
specimens
by Penning sputtering
(Jacopit
et al.,
1978) in a Balzers BEA 120 vacuum evaporation
unit
(Peters,
1980b). During deposition
the specimens
were tumbled
with
a O - 90° tiltrotating
movement (Samspin: Tousimis Res. Corp., Rockville,

imaging theory for the high resolution
SE signal
(Peters,
1984b) and to reevaluate
conventional
imaging procedures.
For a visualization
of small surface
details
at high magnifications,
a probe size smaller
than
the dimensions
of the feature
size and a high
electon
density
in the probe's
cross
section
(brightness)
are necessary
to generate
an adequate
signal.
Additionally,
the background component of
the signal has to be reduced because of its noise
contribution
(Everhart
et al.,
1959;
Peters,
1984a).
The amplitude
of background
signal
vari at i ans is often larger
than the contrasts
of
fine
structures
and thus small
details
of low
contrasts
are obscured
and not imaged (Peters,
1982a). Two strategies
to reduce the background
contribution
are used. First,
the surface
details
are imaged at a glancing angle of the probe on the
surface of a highly tilted
specimen so as to image
against
an empty background.
This was realized
with SE signals
(Broers,
1969 and 1970). Then, the
same approach was extended to SSE imaging using a
low take-off
angle (angle between detector
axis
and specimen
surface;
Wells et al., 1974; Wells,
1979). Secondly,
the background
is filtered
out
(Wells,
1971). Energy filtering
was adequate
for
BSE (Wells et al., 1973; Broers et al., 1975) but
not applicable
for SE. However, the background can
be reduced
and contrast
structures
of the
remainder
smoothened to such an extent
that high
resolution
SE contrasts
are imaged in analytical
microscopes
(Koike et al., 1971 and 1973) as well
as in standard
microscopes
(Peters,
1982a, band
1984a).
To overcome
the
limitations
set
for
resolution
on bulk samples
by the range of the
electrons
collected
in the signal,
metal coating
must be applied
with a thickness
thinner
than the
range of the critical
signal
electrons
(Everhart
and Chung, 1972).
This proposal
is realized
in
this paper on bulk biological
specimens for the SE
and BSE signals.
Different
metals
of varying
thicknesses
were deposited
on kidney slices
and
the SE and BSE images of gl omerul ar endothelial
membran~ surface
were compared with respect
to
topographic
contrasts
and resolution
at low(~
1,000 x), medium (30,000 x) and high {100,000x and
250,000 x) magnifications.
Since the metal film
was imaged and not the specimen surface,
not only
surface contrasts
but also relevant
properties
of
the
metal
films
affecting
the
image
are
discussed,
i.e.,
the ability
to enhance
the
contrast
of macromolecular
surface
fine
structures.

co

Materials and Methods
Microscope.
A JEOL JSM 30 cold field emission microscope
was used and operated
at 30 kV with
a befm
diam
er of d nm and beam currents
of 5·10- 1 1 ·10A. The images were recorded
with 2,000
lines
in 50 sec on Polaroid
film type 55 and
printed
without
any image processing
for noise
reduction
(Peters,
1985a).
Magnifications
are
indicated
in the
micrographs
by a scale
bar and,
in order
to
facilitate
appreciation
of small dimensions,
are
additionally
described
in the figure
legends by a

11
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Fig. 1 Types of signals,
backscattered
(BSE) and
secondary electrons
(SE), generated
by the primary
electrons
(PE) of the probe in a standard
SEM.

Fig. 2 BSE-to-SE
converter
used with
specimen grid and provided for electrically
specimen.

MD) and 4 times the amount of metal which actually
landed on the specimen surface
was deposited
onto
the specimen plane (deposition
factor = 25%; see
for details
Peters,
1986).
Final Specimen Handling.
After metal deposition
the silicon
chips were
mounted on Al specimen
stubs with carbon paste,
pred gassed at ~1 Pa for 30 min and degassed
at
<10- Pa for 2 hours. The specimens
1-1ere quickly
trans fer red i gto the microscope
and observed at a
vacuum of 10- Pa.

in conjunction
with the spatial
relation
between
their
point
of emission
and the site
of the
electron
probe.
This
slightly
altered
classification
(Peters,
1982a and b; Pawley, 1984)
facilitates
interpretation
of contrasts
at medium
and high magnifications.
Types
of Signal.
When they
enter
the
specimen
the electrons
of the probe,
primary
electrons
(PE), produce three types of electrons
which may be collected
in a signal
(Fig. 1). At
the point of incidence
and in the first
scattering
event type I signals
are produced. Then, scattered
PE may emerge from the specimen at some distance
from the point
of entry
and produce
at the
specimen surface type II signals
or they may leave
the specimen
and produce
at the walls
of the
microscope
chamber
type
III
signals.
All
electrons
generated
by PE before
reaching
the
specimen
are collectively
described
as type IV
electrons.
The type I signals
(BSE-1 and SE-I) are the
high resolution
signals
since their
excitation
volume is most closely
located
around the site of
impact of the PE and extends only a few nm ( ~1 - 5
nm) from the surface
into the specimen.
The exit
area on the surface
is nearly
independent
of the
acceleration
voltage and measures only a few nm in
diameter.
Because of thei·r lo,1 excitation
depth
the type
I signals
carry
surface
information
("real or true" surface
information).
The BSE-1 are produced in negligible
numbers
at a normal incidence
of the probe.
Accordingly,
conventional
BSE signals
contain mainly BSE-11. At
low incidence
the type I electrons
increase
in
numbers and may be enriched
in the BSE signal
by
using a low take-off
angle of the detector
(Wells,
1979) or by energy filtering
(Wells,
1971). The
latter
collection
technique
produces
the low
(energy)
loss signal.
The SE-I
generation
is only
partially
characterized
(Seiler,
1967; Murata, 1973; Wells,
1974; Joy, 1984). Only on very thin specimens of a
few nm thickness
the SE-I may dominat~
Otherwise,
on bulk specimens,
the SE-II provide the majority

5

Signals
High magnification
imaging with SE and BSE,
generated
in very thin metal films,
was achieved
by applying
a special
signal
collection
strategy
described
in the following.
Sufficient
signal
strength
was established
by using
a high
brightness
gun and a small beam diameter
of ~1 nm
(Peters,
1979).
The high
resolution
signal
components
are also produced
in a conventional
microscope
operated
with a tungsten
filament
and
beam diameters
of 3 - 10 nm (Peters,
1982b).
However, with such instruments
high magnification
contrasts
may be imaged only in part because they
are obscured
by other contrasts
and high noise
levels.
The results
shown here may be used to
improve
the imaging
to the limits
set by a
particular
conventional
instrument.
Modern
analytical
as well as standard
microscopes
allow
significantly
improved
imaging
of high
magnification
contrasts
if they are equipped with
LaB6 or field
emission
cathodes.
It is especially
for these microscopes
that the imaging strategy
is
discussed
in order
to establish
a resolution
closely
related
to the beam diameter
used.
SE and BSE Signals.
Since
BSE and SE are both
involved
in
generating
contrasts
and in enhancing or reducing
topographic
resolution,
they are characterized
here
not as a function
of the
sequence
of
scattering
events
in which they are produced
(Reimer et al., 1968; Drescher
et al., 1970) but
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background
of type
I I I SE. Models for SE-I I
generation
have been proposed
(Murata,
1973;
George and Robinson, 1977b; Joy, 1984) but results
are st il 1 missing.
Ho~1ever, it was suggested
that
SE I I dominate a 11 SE images (George and Rabi nson,
1976).
The type III signals
are a mirror
image of
the type II with an additional
modification
by the
surface
interaction
at the microscope
chamber and
the
collection
efficiency
of the
produced
electrons.
The BSE-III are not widely used but, in
the conventional
SE detector
(the
EverhartThornley
(E-T) detector),
they may produce
a
signal
increase
of "5% (Everhart
et al.,
1959;
Everhart
and Thornley,
1960).
In a standard
SEM,
the SE-III are collected
with high efficiency
by
the electrical
collection
field
of the E-T
detector
and contribute
30 - 60% to
the
conventional
SE signal
(Everhart
et al.,
1959;
Seiler,
1967 and 1983; Moncrieff
and Barker, 1978;
Moll et al.,
1978 and 1979; Peters,
1982b and
1984a). The type III component can be effectively
eliminated
or enhanced
by instrumental
modifications.
In a standard
microscope,
either
a
BSE adsorption
plate
with
low emission
coefficients
for SE and BSE (Peters,
1982a) or an
electrically
charged plate which is shielded
from
the E-T detector
by a grounded
mesh (Rei mer and
Volbert,
1979) is pl aced beneath the pole piece.
However, SE-I I I can be used as a "converted"
BSE
signal
(Mol 1 et al., 1978).
This concept
is al so
applied
here.
In an analytical
microscope,
the
specimen is positioned
in the last probe forming
lens and the E-T detector
is placed above the lens
(Koike et al., 1971; Kawamoto et al., 1984).
It
is proposed that for this detector
arrangement
the
electromagnetic
collection
field excludes a SE-III
collection.
Signal
Detection.
The SE signals
were
collected
with a standard
E-T detector
(Fig. 2)
using a modified
BSE-to-SE converter
(Rei mer and
Volbert,
1979). The SE-III component of the signal
1,as generated
in part
with a converter
plate
mounted
beneath
the
pole
piece.
The plate
consisted
of an electrically
insulated
copper disk
smoked with Mg2 D and shielded
from specimen
and
detector
with a grounded Al grid. The plate could
be biased negatively
or positively
by application
of a converter
voltage
in order to release
or
retain SE-III.
The suppression
of SE-III allowed a
collection
of the specimen-specific
SE signals
only if the specimen was not covered by a specimen
grid. Additionally,
the specimen v1as electrically
insulated
and could by grounded,
positively
or
negatively
biased
by application
of a specimen
voltage.
In some cases an electrical
potential
of
the specimen
made possible
an improved
SE
co 11 ect ion efficiency
(Boyde and Cowham, 1980 ).
At low magnification,
a positive
specimen
voltage
may be used to reduce SE collection
from
the specimen and to enrich selectively
the signal
with SE- I I I so as to col 1 ect a converted
BSE
signal
(Mol 1 et al.,
1978; Boyde and Cowham,
1980). However, this signal
is not suitable
for
high magnifications
since
it may still
contain
specimen
specific
SE (fast
SE: Joy, 1984) and
since
SE-III
may be collected
with
reduced
efficiency.
Using a converter
for an effective
SE-III
production,
the specimen
was biased

of the signal.
In standard
microscopes,
SE-III
are al so col 1 ected (Everhart
et al., 1959). SE-I
may be enriched
if the emission of the other SE is
suppressed
(Peters,
1982a, band 1984a), i.e., by
i)
eliminating
the
type
III
emission
or
collection,
and ii) reducing
type II generation
through use of low tilt
angles and application
of
very thin
metal
fi 1 ms of 1 ow-atomic
number
composition
on the
specimen
surface,
if
appropriate.
Then, the imaging of SE-I contrasts
requires
an increase
of the signal/noise
(S/N)
ratio
through
use of high brightness
guns, high
magnification
imaging,
small beam diameters
and
reduction
of background signal
contrast
obtained
by using high accelerating
voltages.
These
stringent
imaging
requirements,
designated
as "SE-I imaging mode" (Peters,
1982a
and 1984b),
indicate
that
the SE-I signal
and
their contrasts
must be very sma 11. The strength
of the SE-I signal
is still
in question.
It was
suggested
that conventional
calculations
of SE
emission
from flat surfaces
are too high (Seiler,
1983). Moreover,
a postulated
1:1 ratio
of SEI:SE-II
(Seiler,
1967; Drescher
et al.,
1970)
could not be confirmed
by the results
of recent
calculations
which indicated
instead
a 1:5 - 10
ratio
(Joy, 1984). At high accelerating
voltage
the emission
coefficient
for both type I signals
was calculated
to be similar
and of the order of
0.01 - 0.02,
i.e.,
1-2% of PE generate
type
I
signal
electrons
(Wells,
1975; Joy, 1984).
The type II signals
are most commonly used.
Their exit area depends strongly
on the scattering
of PE. Since SE-II are produced
by BSE-II,
both
signals
contain
information
from the depth
interaction
of PE. However, the SE-II signal
may
be modified
by 1oca l surf ace interactions
at the
emerging point of the scattered
PE since the exit
depth of SE is only -d - 5 nm. BSE escape from a
100 - 10,000 ti mes 1 arger depth depending
on the
energy
of the PE and the mass density
of the
specimen.
The specimen topography may, too, alter
type II emission
since PE leaving
the specimen
surface at a low angle may extensively
scatter
at
the specimen surface
(Hasselbach
and Rieke, 1976).
The contrast
contribution
of the type II
signals
to low and medium magnification
images is
still
not established
(George and Robinson,
1976,
1977a and b; Pawley,
1984). Two strategies
are
used to reduce the excitation
volume in order to
increase
surface
information
and topographic
resolution:
i) the reduction
of PE penetration
by
lowering
the accelerating
voltage
and ii) for
specimens composed of low atomic number elements,
the application
of films
of high atomic number
metals;
a thickness
of the film must be smaller
than the range of the PE yet thick
enough to
generate
a sufficient
S/N ratio
of type
II
signals.
The 1 atter
strategy
produced
very
similar
BSE and SE (type II) images of specimen
covered
with gold layers
>20 nm, even at higher
magnifications
(Ong, 1970; Lin and Becker,
1975;
Crewe and Lin, 1976; Becker and Sogard, 1979).
\~hereas the BSE-I I are well characterized
and
measured
(Kanter,
1957, Wells,
1977; Niedrig,
1978),
SE-II
can only
be estimated.
The
measurement
of SE yields
is very complex (Kanter,
1961a and b; Drescher
et al.,
1970) si nee BSE
cannot
be suppressed
and may add an unknown
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Table 1: Useful Magnifications

positively
and covered with a grounded specimen
grid. This arrangement
varies slightly
from the
BSE-to-SE converter
in which the specimen is
grounded and the specimen grid is charged. At high
magnification,
the electrical
grid field
may
reduce the collection
efficiency
for SE.
The BSE signal,
produced at the converter
plate,
increased
when a specimen grid was used
s i nee the grid added "20% strength to the signal.
However, the grid reduced the collection
of
specimen-specific
SE by 50% if the specimen or the
grid 1·1as appropriately
charged.
The SE-signal
collected
from the specimen (Volbert and Reimer,
1980)
had a similar
composition
as the
conventional
SE signal
collected
without
the
converter
in the standard
microscope:
it
contained "50% SE-III. Another disadvantage of the
converter was that the plate saturated already at
low BSE doses. Higher BSE loads produced strong
local charging
of the oxide crystals
and the
electrical
fields penetrated through the grid and
affected the beam position at high magnifications.
Thus, BSE imaging of bulk metals is a possibility
of only 1 imited use.
The converted
BSE signal is different
from
other BSE signals collected
by semiconductor
or
fluorescence
detectors
because it also contains
the low energy BSE component. However, for low BSE
signal
detection
the converter
is especially
suited
because of its low noise (Baumann and
Reimer, 1981) and high collection
efficiency.
Test Specimen for High Resolution
Signal
Collection.
When using a specimen grid, special
care had to be taken to separate
SE-(!+!!)
from
SE-III
and vice
versa.
A qualitative
and
quantitative
procedure
for speci men-specific
signal
collection
at high magnifications
was
developed and is described in the following.
Small particles
which generate specific and
different
contrasts
for each signal
type were
adsorbed on carbon films or silicon
(Si) wafer
chips (Fig. 3). Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) was
very suited
since
it is small,
rod-like
and
composed only of organic matter.
After drying it
is "16 nm wide (Fig. 3a). The virus particle
produced only a weak SE-I edge brightness contrast
at its circumference.
Due to its shape, the
signal may be identified
even at a low S/N ratio
(Fig. 3b). Ferritin
was used as a particle,
composed of organic and inorganic
matter.
It is
an iron storage protein and consists of a protein
shell, ~1hich after drying is dl nm in diameter,
and a core of 7.5 nm in diameter
which contains
variable
amounts of i ran. The protein
shel 1
produced such a weak SE-I signal
that it was
imaged only on a carbon background (Peters, 1979).
The iron core generated
a combination
of SE-II
particle
contrast and SE-I material contrast. Most
of the SE-I produced in the core were probably
adsorbed by the protein shell.
As an additional
inorganic particle,
colloidal
gold with particles
15 - 20 nm in diameter was chosen, coated with a
thin
layer
of polyethylene
glycol.
The gold
particles
were imaged with a material contrast and
a topographic contrast.
A SE-I edge brightness of
2 - 3 nm in width (SE range+ beam diameter) and a
SE-II
particle
plus SE-I material
contrast
produced a very strong SE contrast
(Fig. 3c).
These contrasts
could not be distinguished
at

Feature
1
2
5
10
20
100
200
1,000

Sizes
nm
nm
nm
nm
nm
nm
nm
nm

Pixel Sizes
0.2 mm
0.5 mm
200,000 X
100,000 X
40,000 X
20,000 X
10,QQQ X
2,000 X
1,000 X
200 X

500,000 X
250,000 X
100,000 X
50,QQQ X
25,000 X
5,000 X
2,500 X
500 X

medium magnification
(Fig. 3d) but were easily
identifiable
at high magnifications
(Fig. 3e).
Although BSE 1~ere produced in all particles
only the gold particles
generated
a signal
sufficient
for detection
(Fig. 3f). The particles
were imaged with fading contrast
towards their
circumferences
indicating
a weak BSE-II thickness
contrast.
No edge brightness of a BSE-I signal was
imaged. The gal d particles
were very suitable
to
assess the collection
specificity
of the converter
for SE and BSE since the SE signal
was much
stronger
than the BSE signal.
Traces of a SE
signal in the BSE image would have changed the
contrast at the particle's
circumference and would
have imaged also at least the ferritin
cores. On
the other hand, a SE-I generation
and collection
was proven with a thin bright contrast
outlining
the gold particles.
High SE-(!+!!)
collection
efficiency
was also indicated when the TMVand the
ferritin
cores
were imaged.
Since gold and
ferritin
particles
and Si chips
are easily
prepared,
such particulate
specimens
are
convenient
and suitable
as standard
tests
to
analyze
specificity
and efficiency
of type I
signal collect ion.
Useful Magnifications.
In order to visualize
contrasts
produced by
the type I signals,
high magnifications
are
necessary.
The range of SE in gold is d - 2 nm.
If beam diameters
of "l nm are used, the edge
brightness of a SE-I contrast is imaged as a 2 - 3
nm wide line (Fig. 3c). Such small dimensions
cannot be visualized
at 37,000 x (Fig. 3d) but
they are easily identified
at 250,000 x (Fig. 3e).
The magnification
at which a smallest visible
element of the image (pixel) represents a smallest
resolvable
detail
of the specimen is defined as
"useful magnification"
(Everhart et al., 1959). To
recognize a 2 nm particle
with an unaided eye the
image must be enlarged to a size of 0.2 mm which
requires
a magnification
of 100,000 x (Siegel,
1964). A further
enlargement
by a factor
2.5
facilitates
the particle
recognition;
thus, high
magnifications
are required to image type I signal
contrasts.
Table
1 summarizes
useful
magnifications
for different
feature
sizes of
specimens.

Contrasts
Contrasts
produced
by the
specimen's
structure
are well defined
for low and high
magni fi cation on bulk and metal coated specimens
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0.2 µm
Fig.
3a
Test
specimen
for type
I signal
collection
at high magnification.
Ferritin,
tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) and colloidal
gold on
carbon film in TEM. (x P5,000).

Fig. 3d Mediur:i magnification
image of the test
specimen.
Signal
type I contrasts,
i.e.,
rnv
particle
contrast or SE-I edge brightness contrast
on gold particles,
are not detected.
(x 37,000).

Fig. 3b The sarie test specimen on thin carbon
film in SEM. Only very little
background signal
("'5% of total
specimen specific
SE signal)
is
generated.
(x 125,000).

Fig. 3e High magnification
SE image. SE-I edge
brightness
is high on gold particles
but low on
TMV and not efficiently
collected
from sides
opposite to the detector.
(x 250,000).

Fig. 3c Test specimen on bul'z silicon
chip in
SEM. Mote thin bright contour on gold particles
produced by SE-I as edge brightness
contrast.
(x
125,000).

Fig. 3f High magnification
BSE image of the same
area as seen in figure 3e. Only the gold particles
generate
a sufficient
BSE particle
contrast.
No
type I signal contrast
is imaged. (x 250,000).

To facilitate
comparison of figures (of identical magnification or of other published results)
magnifications are indicated by numerals placed at the end of each figure legend.
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(Wells et al., 1974). Two kinds of contrasts
are
produced on a surface:
i) if the material varies,
material
contrasts
are generated,
and ii) if the
incident angle of the beam on the surface varies,
topographic
contrasts
are
generated.
Additionally,
signal collection
mechanisms alter
the contrast
significantly.
Collection efficiency
contrasts
are most common and depend on the
position
of the signal detectors
in relation
to
the specimen.
In a SE image this phenomenon
produces shadows behind features in the direction
opposite to the detector (Figs. 3c and e) and adds
an important contrast to the standard microscope,
since ~50% of the SE, emitted from the surface,
are not collected
(Reimer, 1978). This type of
contrast
is very much reduced in an analytical
microscope.
In standard
microscopes,
two SE
detectors
may be used to reduce collection
efficency
contrasts
(Volbert and Reimer, 1980).
Ho1,ever, voltage contrasts and charging artifacts
may be observed in both kinds of instruments
on
specimens of 101, electrical
conductivity.
Voltage contrasts
are also a result
of an
increase or a reduction of the signal collection
efficiency,
but in this case caused by specimen
specific phenomena of charging, i.e., accumulation
of electrical
charges in the specimen.
This
causes
an uneven,
spotty
appearance
of low
magnification
images.
Internal electrical
fields
may be so strong that the electron
probe is
deflected or that elect rans are emitted from the
specimen.
These phenomena
cause
charging
artifacts.
In conventional
microscopy,
these
contrast
mechanisms are reduced if thick metal
films are applied which backscatter the PE to such
an extent that electrons
do not accumulate. For
high resolution
microscopy with thin metal film
application,
a floating voltage technique may be
used (Peters,
1979). Ho~1ever, it is easier to
increase the specimen's electrical
conductivity by
a controlled
osmium impregnation
(Peters
and
Green, 1983). Then high accelerating
voltages can
be used to increase
PE penetration
and
distribution
into a larger specimen volume.
Topographic High Magnification Contrasts.
Topographic contrasts depend on the dimension
(d) of the specimen feature and on the radius of
the exit area of the signal (Peters,
1984b). The
radius is approximately equal to the range of PE,
in the case of type II signals, or to the range of
type I signals.
In order to facilitate
the
interpretation
of contrast phenomena it is assumed
that range (R) and radius of exit area are of
equal dimensions.
If R<d, strong edge brightness
contrasts
but weak relief contrasts are produced.
If R>d, two other
contrasts
are generated
depending on the smallest
resolvable
dimension
(r). If R>d>r, electrons emit on the whole surface
of the feature
and a particle
contrast
is
produced. However, if R>d<r, the particles
are not
resolved but an increased number of electrons are
emitted from the increased surface area causing a
weak micro-roughness contrast.
Use of Metal Films for Contrast Generation.
Topographic resolution
on bulk specimen may
be increased
if metal films thinner then R are
used (Ong, 1970; Everhart and Chung, 1972).
If
th.in metal films are applied,
both the film and
the specimen
contribute
to the signal.
The

specimen contributes
the background signal which
ca,ries
useful
information
only
at low
magnifications.
At high magnification
contrasts
are generated predominately by the metal film. For
type I signals
mainly a thickness
contrast
is
produced which is equal to the length the PE have
to travel
through the metal. Very weak relief
contrasts
but very strong contrast
at edges are
produced. At particles
(d>r) the contrast
at the
circumference
is similar to the contrast
at the
edges. On fl at surfaces only weak micro-roughness
contrast is expected (d<r) and is found mostly on
the 1~vel of the substructures
of the metal fi 1m.
However, on convoluted surfaces and if the metal
substructure
is very coarse, as in discontinuous
films, the micro-roughness contrast may be larger
than other type I contrasts
and thus reduce
resolution.
This effect on high magnification
contrasts is demonstrated in the following.

Results and Interpretations
The imaging of macrornol ecul ar surface fine
structures
on biological
specimens
is only
possible with a high resolution type I signal and
requires contrast enhancement ~,ith metal films.
In the SE-I imaging mode, a specimen-specific
signal of SE-I and SE-II [SE-(1+11)] is used to
image the SE-I contrast of features a few nm thin
or high and wide.
For that
signal,
SE-JI
contribute a background component that may obscure
the SE-I contrasts.
To decrease this component and
to increase
SE-I/SE-II
ratio,
i) the film
thickness
was reduced,
ii) the metal
film
continuity
and homogeneity was improved,
iii)
metals of low SE-II emission were chosen, and iv)
the osmium impregnation
was held to the minimal
amount necessary to prevent specimen charging.
Since SE-II contributes
the major signal
component, its contrast contribution
1,as assessed
by imaging the BSE signal from identical
areas.
Since the BSE are mainly of the type II it is
possible to estimate the relative
proportion
of
SE-II contrast
contribution
to the SE-(I+JJ)
signal.
On kidney slices,
glomeruli
were imaged at
low magnifications
(~1,000 x) and the luminal
surface of the gl omerul ar fenestrated
capi 11 ary
endothelium
1,as imaged at medium (30,000 x) and
high magnifications
(100,000 x and in stereoscopic
images at 250,000 x).
Uncoated Biological Specimens.
The kidney slices
were impregnated
with
osmium black
(Hanker et al., 1964) in such a
manner that the exposed cell surfaces were free of
any precipitation.
Thus, OTO-coating (Kelley et
al., 1973) was strictly
prevented
(Peters
and
Green, 1983). In order to assess the contrasts
produced by metal application
the cell surfaces
were first imaged without a metal layer.
SE Contrasts.
Such Os-impregnated
but not
metal-coated
kidney slices were easily imaged in
the SE mode. Little
voltage
contrast
was
recognizable
at low magnifications
(Fig. 4a asterisk). Glomerular capillary
walls and tubule
walls were imaged only in particle contrasts;
edge
brightness contrasts
were barely recognizable.
At
medium magnifications
(Fig. 4b) on a small portion
of an endothelial cell 1 umi nal surface (referred
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Fig. 4a SE image of a biological
specimen after
osmium impregnation but without any metal coating.
~/e a k e d g e b r i g h t ne s s a n d l i t t l e d et a i l a r e
detected.
(x -d ,000).

Fig. 4d BSE image of same specimen imaged in
figure 4a. Very similar
contrasts
as in the SE
image indicating
similar excitation
area for both
signals.
(x -d,000).

Fig. 4b SE image at medium magnification.
Few and
weak contrasts
with a low signal/noise
(S/N) level
are recored. SE-I I particle
contrasts
(asterisks)
dominate. (x 30,000).

Fig. 4e BSE image at medium magnification.
Only
very weak particle
contrasts
(asterisks)
are
recognizable
but no edge brightness
contrasts
are
apparent.
(x 30,000).

Fig. 4c SE image at high magnification.
S/N ratio
is improved vihen compared with figure 4b. Now, the
SE-I edge brightness
contrast
(arrows)
is
dominant. (x 100,000).

Fig. 4f BSE image at high magnification.
Lavi S/N
ratio
excludes
sufficient
imaging of defined
feature
contours.
Background signal strength
is
low in the dark area (triangle).
(x 100,000).
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to hereafter
generally
as cell surface),
the SE
signal revealed a low S/N ratio.
However, tv,o
distinct
contrasts
were imaged. Microvill i and
cytoplasmic
ridges
were bright
and seen in
particle
contrast (asterisks)
and were outlined by
a weak but recognizable thin line.
At high magnifications
(Fig. 4c) the S/N
ratio improved and both contrast types were more
clearly imaged. The bright sharp lines were ~4 nm
in width and outlined all elevated features.
This
contrast
was a SE-I edge brightness
contrast.
No
other SE-I contrasts,
i.e., relief
and particle
contrasts,
were obvious.
However, very weak,
small, fuzzy dots of >10 nm were barely visible on
the cell surface. All elevated features
revealed
an SE-II particle contrast of constant level over
their entire surfaces.
BSE Signal Contribution.
The strength of the
BSE signal was equal to that of the SE signal and
gave, at low magnifications
(Fig. 4d), a very
similar
image. Voltage contrasts
were absent as
1~ell as an edge brightness.
This lack of edge
effects
was confirmed at medium magnifications
(Fig. 4e). Barely identifiable
were cytoplasmic
ridges and microvilli
imaged in weak particle
contrast.
At high magnification
(Fig. 4f), the S/N
ratio decreased so much that feature contours were
no l anger defined.
This was just the opposite of
the SE-I S/N ratio
which improved
at high
magnifications.
Comparison
of SE and BSE contrasts.
On
surface
areas which generated
the lowest BSE
signal (Fig. 4f - triangle)·, SE-II production must
have been minimal and thus these areas should
reveal
an enriched
SE-I
signal
in the
corresponding
SE image (Fig. 4c - triangle).
Compared with the background signal seen over the
fenestrae,
the low SE-I signal reveals a weak SE-I
material
contrast
component
of the tissue.
Obvious contrasts
originate
in part from SE-I
(edge brightness) and in part from SE-II (particle
contrast).
However, at high magnifications
the
image was dominated by the bright contours of the
SE-I contribution.
Specimens Decorated with Thick Continuous Metal
Films.
--Conventionally,
biological
specimens are
coated with 10 - 20 nm thick metal films (Echlin,
1972) to increase
electrical
conductivity
and
surface contrasts.
SE Contrasts.
In fact,
after applying an
even 10 nm thick gold film, a crisp image full of
small surface details
(>200 nm, see table 1) was
imaged at low magnifications
(Fig. 5a). Edge
contouring was increased, but glomerular capillary
and tubule walls showed particle contrast similar
to those found in specimens
not coated with
metals.
At medium magnifications
(Fig. 5b) the
capillary
surface was imaged with good S/N ratio
as smooth areas which revealed some details
at
high magnification
(Fig. 5c). The fenestrae
were
contoured by bright lines (arrows) and the metal
surface was covered with bright spots of 2 - 5 nm
in size.
These fine structures
are small gold
crystals
grown on the surface of the continuous
metal film.
BSE Contrasts.
The BSE image (mainly
contributed
by BSE-II) differed
only at low
magnifications
(Fig. 5d) from the SE images. Low

contrasts
and lack of edge contouring were very
similar to BSE images of uncoated specimens (Fig.
4d).
The BSE image
improved
at higher
magnifications
and revealed very similar contrast
as the SE images. However, the S/N ratio was
somewhat lower although the total
BSE signal
strength
was ~so%higher than that of the SE
signal. Doubling the signal collection time of the
BSE would have made both signals
identical.
At
medium (Fig. 5e) and high magnifications
(Fig. 5f)
all contrasts seen in the SE image were al so seen
in the BSE image, especially
the width of the
bright outlining
of the eel l body. In some areas
of the image even a small substructure
of the
metal films was imaged by the BSE-II although with
lov, S/N ratio.
Fuzzy disks of ~10 nm in diameter
were contoured
by ~2 nm wide dark lines and
indicated subsurface
mass density variations
of
the gold layer.
Comparison
of SE and BSE Contrasts.
The
differences
between the SE and BSE contrasts
at
low magnification
and the similarities
of
contrasts
at higher magnifications
revealed a
basic and important
phenomenon encountered when
working at higher magnifications
on specimens
covered
by a thick
metal
layer.
At lov1
magni fi cat i ans only large specimen features were
imaged and the contrasts
were strongly dependent
on penetration
di stance of the primary electrons
and on the size
of the features.
The low
contrasts,
produced at 30 kV accelerating
voltage
by BSE (Fig. 5d), indicated
a large range of PE.
The range of the PE was reduced by lowering the
accelerating
voltage.
At 25 kV (Fig. 5g) the
particle
contrast
of the tubules or capillaries
was reduced and additional
small structures
were
imaged. At 15 kV (Fig. 5h) the particle
contrast
was almost reduced to an edge contour and at 8 kV
(Fig. 5i) it disappeared
leaving
a very flat
contrast of larger features but increased contrast
of the smaller details.
When compared with the SE image generated
with 30 keV PE (Fig. 5a), contrasts
of the BSE
image produced with 25 keV PE (Fig. 5g) were very
similar,
irrespective
of the difference
in exit
area of each signal.
At low magnifications
the SE
signal of each pixel was produced from a small er
surface
area than the BSE signal.
This can
explain the difference in contrasts between the SE
and BSE images at the same accelerating
voltage.
However, at high magnifi cat i ans, this difference
did not influence
the contrasts
because
it
contributed now only to the background signal.
In
this case, imaged contrasts
were produced in a
much smaller excitation volume which was identical
for both (SE and BSE) signals,
as documented in
the identical width of the edge contours (Figs. 5c
and f - arrows).
These findings
indicated
that
all contrasts imaged with SE were produced by a
type II signal generated by BSE. The width of the
contours is 4 - 10 nm. Since the SE-I range in
gold is ~1 nm an edge brightness
of 2 - 3 nm is
expected on a bulk sample (Peters,
1984a). Some
contours were indeed imaged with such a width but
the contrast
was very low. Thus, nearly all
contrasts
seen at high magnifications
were
produced
by type
I I electrons,
i.e.
edge
brightness
and particle
contrast
and a strong
material contrast (cell surface versus fenestrae).
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Fig. 5a Biological
specimen decorated
with a 10
nm thick gold film by tumbling deposition.
The SE
image is rich in details.
The small est features
identifiable
are 100 - 200 nm in size. (x -d,000).

Fig. 5d BSE image (30 keV PE) of the specimen
imaged in figure 5a. The constrasts
are weaker
than in the SE image. Edge contouring and details
are lacking.
(x -d ,000).

Fig. 5b SE image at medium magnification.
Good
S/N ratio of the SE-II signal. No SE-I signal
is
detected.
(x 30,000).

Fig. 5e BSE image at medium magni fi cation. Good
contrast identical
with SE contrast
imaged at the
same magni fi cation. Compare with figure 5b. S/N
ratio is somewhat lower. (x 30,000).

Fig. 5c
SE image at high magnification.
No
biological
surface
details
are imaged.
The
smallest
details
are produced by gold. Edges are
contoured by SE-II contrast.
(x 100,000).

Fig. 5f BSE image at high magni fi cation.
A11
contrasts
imaged by SE (see figure 5c) are also
imaged by BSE. This proves that all SE contrasts
are produced by a type I I signal. (x 100,000).
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Fig. 5g BSE image produced by 25 keV PE. Similar
contrasts
as seen in the SE image in figure
5a.
This indicates
larger
signal excitation
area for
BSE than SE at identical
keV. (x -d,000).

Fig. 6a Specimen decorated with a discontinuous
5
nm thick
gold film.
The SE image
at low
magnification
shows good contrasts
of large and
small features.
(x -,,1,000).

Fig. 5h BSE image produced by 15 keV PE. Increase
of edge contour i ng of s ma 11 pa rt i cl es makes the
image richer in contrast
when comrared 1,ith that
in figure 5g. (x -d ,000).

Fig. 6b SE image at medium magnification.
The
contrasts
obtained
are very similar
with those
generated by a 10 nm thick decoration (figure 5b).
Sufficient
S/N level. (x 30,000).

Fig. 5i BSE image produced by 8 keV PE. Signal
generation area imaged only by a few pixels: this
increases
particle
contrast
and diminishes
the
edge brightness
of large features.
(x -,,1,000).

Fig. 6c SE image at high magnification.
Contrasts
at l 01v S/N level reveal closely packed round disk1 ike gold structures.
Occasional
holes indicate
that a few particles
are missing. (x 100,000).
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Fig. 7a Specimen decorated
discontinuous
layer of gold.
only low contrasts
similar
an uncoated specimen (figure

Peters
The thick
metal
coating
obscured
the SE-I
contrasts
and al so covered
all surface
fine
structures.
Specimens Decorated With Thin Discontinuous Metal
Fil ms.
--Resolution
can be improved with thinner metal
films on two accounts: i) fine structures
are not
blanketed by metal, and ii) the SE-I/SE-II
ratio
is improved since the signal excitation
volume
gets small er and less BSE-I I are produced. SE-I
contrasts
may become visible
if the S/N ratio is
sufficiently
high.
However,
at higher
magnifications
the size and distribution
of the
metal atom clusters in the film become a dominant
factor
in the generation
of signal
and image
contrasts.
If the thickness
of the go l d f i l ms 11as
reduced
below
10 nm, the
films
became
discontinuous and strong decoration effects of the
macromolecular fine structure of the cell surfaces
became an important image element. Additionally,
the S/N ratio decreased.

with a 1 - 2 nm thin
The SE image sho1vs
to those recorded as
4a). (x ·"1,000).

Fig. 7b SE image at medium magnification.
The
image shows mostly SE-II contrasts
at a 101-1 S/M
ratio.
Edge contouring
at the fracture
plane
includes some type I signal contrast.
(x 30,000).

Fig. 7c BSE image at medium magnification
from
the area imaged in figure 7b. Most contrasts
seen
in the SE image (figure 7b) are generated by BSE,
except edge contouring. (x 10,000).

Fig. 7d SE image at high magnification.
Only very
weak small spots are recognizable
on the cell
surface,
but stronger
contrast
contours
the
fenestral
rims. (x 100,000).

5 nm Thick
Gold Decoration.
At low
rnagni fi cation (Fig. 6a), the SE contrasts
1-1ere
quite similar to those obtained from a 10 nm thick
continuous
gold film. The signal also imaged the
eel l surface
with a good contrast
at medium
magnification
(Fig.
6b). However,
at high
magnification
(Fig. 6c) the S/N ratio decreased.
The metal layer was composed of 10 - 15 nm
large patches of metal aggregates
which 1vere
closely packed on the cell surface.
Some missing
patches left holes of similar
sizes in the metal
film. The metal accumulations
sho1ved some finer
substructures
which seemed in part outlined by il
low edge contrast.
The fenestrae
Here always
contoured
by a 1vide edge brightness.
The
discontinuities
in the metal layer 1-1ere very
distracting
and the image revealed an increased
noise level caused by micro-roughness
effects
in
the metal film.
1 - 2 nm Thi ck Gal d Decoration.
Very thin
gold films were discontinuous
and produced only
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little
contrast and much background noise. At low
mag n i f i cat i on (Fi g. 7 a) the g l omer u l us 1~as on l y
imaged with weak SE contrasts
similar
to an
uncoated
specimen
(see Fig. 4a). At higher
magnifications
the image was very noisy (Fig. 7b)
and only little
BSE contrast
was produced (Fig.
7c). However, all details of the SE image could be
recognized
in the BSE image,
including
the
fenest rae. This indicated
the presence of a high
type II signal component in the SE image. At high
magnification
(Fig. 7d) .only very weak fuzzy
spots ~,ere imaged on the cell surface
with a
similar
distance
to each other as the round
patches imaged in figure 6c. The fenestrae
were
outlined with sharp contours. This lack of surface
detail
is surprising
because
individual
gold
accumulations were expected to produce a strong SE
signal
due to their
height
of several
nm.
Obviously, a high background noise, generated by
the discontinuous
film,
had deteriorated
the
surface contrasts.
1 - 2 nm Thick Platinum Decoration.
The
platinum film had a much finer substructure
than
the gold film and was nearly continuous
(Peters,
1982b). It produced good contrasts
at low (Fig.
Sa) and medium magnifications
(Fig. 8b) equal to
those of a S nm thick gold film. However, at high
magnification
(Fig. 8c) the cell surface is more
evenly covered when compared
with the gold
decoration
(see
Fig.
6c).
No obvious
discontinuities
were imaged and the recognizable
substructures
had the same spacings as those seen
in the gold layer.
The surface is similar to that
seen after
a 10 nm gold decoration
(Fig. Sc).
/\dditionally,
very fine bright edge contouring of
the fenestrae
occurred.
By comparison,
the BSE
image showed strong material
contrast
at high
magnification
(Fig. 8d). In certain
areas of the
BSE image, very small discontinuities
around the
film substructures
were recognizable.
However, in
most cases no equivalency to the intensity
of edge
brightness
in the SE image was seen. This was
contrary to the edge brightness
produced in thick
gold films (see Figs. Sc and f). Although most of
the cell
surface
was imaged
by SE-II,
a

Fig. 8a Specimen decorated 1~ith a discontinuous
1-2 nm thick platinum film. The SE image at low
magnification
indicates
good contrasts.
(x
·d ,000).

Fig. 8b SE image at medium magni fi cation.
The
image contrast
is equal to that given by a S nm
thick gold decoration.
Additionally
a very fine
edge contouring is recognizable.
(x 30,000).

Fig. 8d BSE
same area as
contrast
but
are detected.

Fig. 8c SE image at high magnification.
The cell
surface is imaged with uniform contrast and small
fuzzy spots. Very fine SE-I edge brightness
is
recognizable.
(x 100,000).
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Fig. 9a
Specimen
coated
with a 5 nm thick
continuous tantalum film. The low magnification
SE
image lacks edge contouring and detail indicating
a large signal excitation
volume. (x -cl,000).

Fig. 9d BSE image of the specimen shown in figure
9a. The low magnification
image shov1s similarly
weak contrasts
as does the corresponding SE image.
(x -d ,000).

Fig. 9b SE image at medium magnification.
Good
contrast
equal to that seen in all other images
after thick metal application.
Srnal l structural
surface details
are recognizable.
(x 30,000).

Fig. 9e BSE image at medium magnification.
The
noise in the signal is increased
by compariscn
with that
in the BSE image of a 10 nm gold
decorated specimen (see figure Se). (x 30,000).

Fig.
9c
SE image at high magnification.
Outstanding signal with low noise enriched in SEI.
Excellent
topographic
contrasts.
Closely
packed particles
appear in the image. (x 100,000).

Fig. 9g
BSE image at high magnification.
Excellent BSE resolution
of some 15 - 20 nm laroe
surface
particles.
Hov1ever, only few of the SE
contrasts
(figure 9c) are matched. (x 100,000).
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recognizable
SE-I edge brightness
added high
resolution contrasts to the image of the platinum
decorated
surface.
Obviously,
the improved
continuity of the platinum film caused a reduction
in background signal and an increase of SE-l/SE-11
ratio
(Peters,
1982b).
This effect
of film
continuity
became more evident when other metals
of finer grain structure
were used.
Specimens Coated with Continuous Metal Films.
Metals which coat surfaces form continuous,
very compact films at an average mass thickness of
of 1 - 2 nm. They consist
of very small metal
aggregates
which are not resolved
at high
magni fi cation (Peters, 1986 ). These films improve
the contrasts
at high magnifications.
5 nm Thick Tantalum
Coating.
The low
magnification
SE image (Fig. 9a) 1~as similar
to
the backscattered
image of thicker
gold films;
both indicated a lack of contrast of 100 - 200 nm
1a rge features.
However, at medium magni fi cation
(Fig. 9b) very good images with recognizable fine
structures
were produced. At high magnification

Fig. 10a
Specimen coated
with a 1 nm thin
continuous
film of chromium. SE image. Little
particle
contrast
and edge contouring indicative
of a small signal exit area. (x "'1,000).

Fig. 9f BSE image of the same area as shown in
figure
9e. The signal,
produced only from the
specimen grid, accounts for ,,,20%of the total SE111 signal generated by the converter.

Fig. 10b SE image at medium magnification.
Similar contrast
as in images of specimens with
thick metal applications
(figure 5b). Topographic
SE-I contrasts
are barely visible.
(x 30,000).

(Fig. 9c) an excellent image of the metal surface
was routinely
obtained.
Surprisingly,
the S/N
ratio was drastically
increased when compared with
the images of gold decoration
of the same
thickness (see Fig. 6c). The metal film was smooth
and revealed a distinct
topographic substructure,
seen as 15 - 20 nm large particles
and imaged with
distinct
sharp outlines
and close apposition.
Excel 1ent topographic
contrasts
were seen which
included
relief
contrast
as wel 1 as thin edge
brightness.
The continuity
and compactness of the
film prevented
generation
of micro-roughness
background signal and increased
the SE-l/SE-11
ratio.
The BSE signal from this tantalum
coating
complemented the SE contrast
only to a certain
extent.
At low magnification
(Fig. 9d) a very
similar
image was obtained as after 10 nm gold
application
(see Fig. 5d). However, at higher
magnifications
the BSE signal
was weaker and
expressed
a lower S/N level.
Even at medium

Fig. 10c SE image at high magnification.
Imaging
of small surface
features
outlined
by a thin
contour in SE-I contrast.
The details
are not
revealed by other metal applications.
(x 100,000).
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magnification
it became obvious
that
the BSE
contrasts
did not match all SE contrasts
imaged at
the same magnification
( see Fig. 9b) al though the
BSE signal,
compared
to the SE signal,
was
approximately
60% stronger
with a high signal
contribution
from the specimen grid used for the
BSE imaging (Fig. 9f). Also, the BSE produced,
at
high magnification,
an excellent
resolution,
since
the 15 - 20 nm surface
structures
of the metal
film
were resolved
in some areas.
However,
comparison
of BSE and SE contrasts
in the high
magnification
image revealed
that
not all
SE
contrasts
were matched by BSE contrasts.
Most of
the material
contrast
(cell
surface
versus
fenestrae)
originated
from SE-II but nearly all
topographic
contrasts
contained
a strong
SE-I
contribution.
The improved resolution
intuitively
justified
the impression
that the cell surface was
blanketed
by an extensive
thick layer of metal.
1 nm Thin Chromium
Coating.
Very thin
continuous
chromium
coatings
produced
very
different
contrast
patterns
on these specimens. At
low magnification
(Fig.
10a) only very little
contrast
was generated
by scattered
PE. The image
was quite similar
to the BSE image produced by 8
keV PE (see Fig. Si) and was characterized
by very
crisp contours of small details
but also by a very
flat contrast
of larger
features
like the tubule
walls.
At medium magnification
(Fig.
lOb) the
particle
contrasts
of larger
features
like the
fenestrated
cell body or its cytoplasmic
ridges
showed only very little
topographic
contrasts
similar
to the image after
a 10 nm thick
gold
decoration
(Fig. Sb).
However, already
at this
magnification
a very thin edge contouring
became
recognizable
but no other details
were visible
on
the eel l surface.
At high magni fi cation
(Fig.
10c) contrast
of small structures,
not irr1aged by
any other
metal film,
became a dominant
image
element.
Small, 6 - 8 nm wide rods stand 15 - 20
nm tall
in -,,10 nm distance
on the luminal surface
of the eel l and are well contoured
by 1 nm wide
bright
lines.
The surface
particle's
contour was as bright
as the outlining
of the fenestrae
and other
elevated
larger features.
The BSE signal from this
specimen was smaller than the SE signal and showed
contrasts
very similar
to the uncoated
specimen
(see.
Fig. 4). The majority
of the contrasts
imaged at medium and high magnification
(Figs. 10b
and c) were generated
by the type I signal.
If
compared to the uncoated
specimen
(see Fig. 4c)
the 1 nm thick chromium film did indeed enhance
the contrast
of the membrane surface
as well as
the surface fine structures
without distorting
the
topographic
aspect
of the
specimen.
The
excitation
volume of the SE was reduced to the
metal
film
thickness
and the resolution
was
improved as predicted
(Everhart
and Chung, 1972).
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preparation,
ii) contrast
enhancement
and iii)
high resolution
microscopy.
In this
paper,
the
second part was experimentally
analyzed
and the
conditions
for achieving
high
resolution
on
biological
specimens were defined.
Working at Higher Magnifications.
The use of a scanning electron
microscope
at
high magnification
differs
very
much from
conventional
scanning
microscopy.
First,
high
brightness
guns, like field
emitters,
provide
a
small beam diameter
over a wide range of beam
currents
and allow work within
a wide range of
magnifications
<300,000 x without
readjusting
apertures,
working distances
or beam currents.
However, in standard microscopes
signal collection
must be corrected
to establish
the SE-I imaging
mode in which all type Ill signals are eliminated
(Peters,
1982a
and
1984b).
Then,
high
accelerating
voltage
is used to establish
the
smallest
beam diameter
and highest gun brightness
and to reduce the background signal contrast.
Low
voltage
microscopy
(Pa1-1ley,
1984),
although
exciting,
has not yet been able to demonstrate
any
high resolution
contrast
of a type I signal either
on small
isolated
particles,
i.e.,
bright
edge
contrast
on small
gold particles,
or on bulk
specimen,
i.e.,
sol id gold (Peters,
1984b) or
uncoated
organic
material
(as demonstrated
in
figure
4c).
It is most helpful
to use standard specimens
for evaluation
of techniques
suitable
for high
magnification
imaging.
Slices
of rat or mouse
kidney
are an easily
accessible
biological
specimen and have already proved very suitable
to
demonstrate
new imaging approaches,
i.e.,
OTOcoating
(Komada and Saito,
1972; Murakami, 1978)
or quick-freezing
approaches
(Bearer
et al.,
1985). Comparison
of different
TEM and SEM high
magnification
imaging techniques
should be done
with
micrographs
of identical
but
high
magnifications
since metal decoration
effects
and
type I contrasts
occur mostly at specimen features
of very small size.
At lower magnifications,
the contrast
will be
reduced in proportion
with the square of the pixel
radius and its relative
image size will increase
(Fig. 3d). However,
since the image is produced
with an unchanged number of scans, the probe might
even miss at low magnifications
certain
features
which might completely
disappear
from the image.
At higher magni fi cation when several
pixels
image
the feature,
the S/N ratio increases
to the point
that even details
in contrast
distribution
within
the edge brightness
become recognizable,
for
example,
the very high intensity
bright
outline
within
1 nm from the edge (Joy,
1984).
Such
features
may be imaged only above 200,000 x (Fig.
3e). Too high a magnification
will not reveal any
further
details
and may lead into problems
of
quite
a different
nature,
like
contamination
deposition
(Peters,
1984a)
or beam damage
(Peters,
1985b).
In conventional
l01-1 magnification
microscopy
with type II signals the exit areas of the signals
are very large
so that
already
at -,,1,000 x
magnification
differences
produced by changing
accelerating
voltage
or coating
thickness
are
recognizable.
However, on biological
specimens at
very low magni fi cations
(-,,<100 x) these contrast

Conclusions
This
paper
describes
the
preparative
conditions
which are necessary
to generate
high
re solution
SE-I contrasts
for the imaging
of
macromolecular
fine structures
on cell surfaces
in
complex
biological
specimens.
The imaging
methodology
used here
includes:
i) tissue
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membrane are imaged as fuzzy bright disks since
the thin metal film may be already too "thick" to
contour them and since the S/N ratio of the type I
signal becomes too low.
The application
of metal
introduces
additional
problems
limiting
the topographic
resolution,
because it is the metal film and not
the specimen's
surface which is imaged (Revel,
1978). Certain properties
of the metal film cause
effects
which reduce the resolution
(Peters,
1985b).
The three
most important
are:
i)
blanketing
of small features
by excessive
film
thickness,
ii) decoration
of surface
features
instead
of coating
them so that
final
metal
accumulations
enhance only certain surface sites,
and iii)
deterioration
of high magni fi cation
contrasts
by an increased background signal caused
by film discontinuities.
The origin
and the
reduction
of the
background signals were already discussed in the
previous section. The effects
of the conventional
application
of metal films on contrast enhancement
of fine structures
can be identified
no11 because
the "true" surface fine structure
can be revealed
with the type I signal contrasts.
Coating 11ith Excessive
Metal.
Thick metal
films obscure small surface structures.
The film
thickness should not exceed the smallest dimension
to be visualized
(Moor, 1959). For high resolution
microscopy a .,1 nm film thickness
is appropriate.
Conventionally,
.,5 - 10 nm thick metal layers are
used to generate,
at higher magni fi cat i ans, a
sufficient
5ignal for conventional
(signal type
II) scanning microscopy and .,3 - 5 nm of platinumcarbon are used to produce quick-frozen,
deepetched replicas
for conventional
transmission
microscopy.
If such high amounts of metal are
distributed
evenly in a coating
fashion,
the
surface
becomes "blanketed
by metal".
A 5 nm
thick
film
of
tantalum
deposited
by
multidirectionally
tumbling on the surface fine
structures
(Fig. 12) increased
their diameter by
10 nm to 16 - 18 nm. Actually,
since the fine
structures
were 15 - 20 nm high and spaced at a
distance
of .,10 nm, the base of the rod-like
features
was shadowed from the metal source by
surrounding
features
and received
less metal.
However, the particle's
top was coated by the full
amount so that the tips enlarged and touched each
other, forming a continuous surface. Particles
on
the eel l surface
(and fibers
of the basement
membrane) standing out were coated on all exposed
sides.
If the particle
tops were closer to each
other than 10 nm, the met al f i 1 m ,, o u l d gr o 11 to a
continuous
smooth layer hiding the particles
beneath. In fact, over several areas such smooth
surface
is recognizable.
The excessive
metal
coating reduced surface information
(see Fig. 11)
to a riere center-to-center
spacing of selective
particles
sufficiently
elevated
above the outermost surface
plane.
Particle
sizes
may be
calculated
from the coating thickness.
Viewing
figures
11 and 12 side-by-side
and 1-1ith the same
ma g n i f i c at i o n rev ea l s t he ad v a nt a g es of t h e ne 1,
imaging approach.
l✓ hereas figure
11 reveals eel l
surface
structures
(since the metal coating
is
thinner than the fine structures
are wide), figure
12 indicates
only metal
structures
(since the
metal coating
is equal to or thicker
than the

phenomena get less involved
in the contrast
generation
and collection
efficiency
contrasts
take over.
Generation
of High Resolution
Type
Signal
Contrasts.
Biological specimens are conventionally
fixed
and dried for scanning microscopy.
Such organic
specimens are not different
from other bulk but
inorganic samples. They are characterized
by the
same proper ti s : i ) l o ,, spec i f i c ctens it y, i •e.,
.,Q.2 - 0.5 g/cm (Becker and Soga rd, 1979; Pa11ley,
1984);
and ii)
low average
atomic
number
composition,
which is .,7 (Joy, 1984; Pawley,
1984).
In contrast
to many inorganic
samples,
dried
biological
specimens
have only low
electrical
conductivity.
An elegant way to improve
the conductivity
but not to bury surface
fine
structures
vi as fo u nd i n the i r i mpreg n at i on wi th
osmium black (Hanker et al., 1964) which should be
applied,
ho1"ever, in a controlled
way so as
carefully
to avoid the conventional
osmium black
coating.
Such
specimens
made possible
high
magnification
imaging
even v1ithout
metal
arpl ication
and revealed
type I signal contrasts
(Fig. 4c) ,1hich 11ere similar
to those imaged on
bulk inorganic
materials,
i.e.,
lanthanum
hexaboride (Broers, 1969) or carbon (Koike et al.,
1973).
Ho,,ever,
only the strongest
of the
topographic
contrast,
the edge brightness,
was
imaged. Relief contrast and contrasts
produced at
small surface features,
i.e., particle
contrast,
were too weak to be recognized. Resolution on bulk
specimen is also limited
by the exit area from
which the SE-I signal electrons
are emitted and
which has a diameter equal to twice the range plus
the beam diameter. SE range in low atomic number
specimens
is several
nm so that only a low
resolution
can be expected.
Thus,
metal
application
was needed to increase contrast
and
resolution.
\lith thin metal films,
d - 2 nm in
thickness,
all topographic
contrasts
can be
demonstrated
(Peters,
1984b) and the contrast
produced on organic specimens can become equal to
that imaged by a type I signal on bulk inorganic
specimens, like gold.
On a biological
surface,
the metal film
produces mainly a strong contrast at edges so that
features
larger than 1 - 2 nm are imaged outlined
by a bright contou~
So many details are revealed
on cell surfaces
that stereoscopic
viewing is
necessary
to analyse
the tvio-dimensional
projection
images in 1"hich the three-dimensional
topographic relation of contrasts
and structural
features
may be obscured
(Fig.
11).
Small
elongated
features,
.,5 - 8 nm in ,,idth and d5 20 nm high, are standing on the membrane surface
spaced by dO - 15 nm. These rod-like
structures
may represent
the ectodomains
of membrane
glycoproteins.
They are only found on the luminal
surface
and are absent at the circumferential
,,alls of the fenestrae.
Relief contrast
is very
weak and it is recognizable only at the transition
from the luminal
surface
to the fenestral
openings. The cell surface itself
is imaged viith a
material contrast component, against the openings
of the fenestrae - but a type II particle
contrast
component may also contribute
to the contrast.
Small er features
(2 - 5 nm) attached
to the

3
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Fig. 11 High quality high magnification
image of a cell surface coated 1·1ith a 1 nm thin continuous Cr
film. Please hold stereo prisms (System Nesh, see Materials
and Methods) 1,Jith right hand. Compare with
figure 12. Size, shape, orientation
and spacing of individual
(or clustered)
ectodomc1ins of me1nbrane
glycoproteins
are imaged in SE-I contrast
on the luminal surface only. (x 250,000).

Stereo-micrographs are mounted vertically

'l.74

for viewing with stereo prisms only.
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Fig. 12 High magnification
SE image of similar
cell surface blanketed
under a 5 nm thick continuous
coating with Ta. Compare with figure 11. High quality SE image enriched in type I contrasts.
However, the
heavy metal blanket obscures most of the topographic features except for center-to-center
spacings and
particle
size (enlarged by 2 x metal coat thickness).
(x 250,000).
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Fig. 13 Low quality SE image of cell surface decorated with a 5 nm thick discontinuous gold film. The
loosely packed metal aggregates produce a high background signal (SE-II micro-roughness contrast) which
deteriorates the SE-I signal from the metal aggregates accumulated on top of the surface structures. Only
information on center-to center particle spacing is available. Compare with figure 12. (x 250,000).
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Fig. 14 High magnification
SE image of cell surface buried under iO nm continuous
information
on surface
structure
is lost.
The type II signal at improved S/N ratio
13) images the cell body in particle
contrast.
Small spots high in contrast
represent
but not structural
details
of the biological
surface.
(x 250,000).
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give the impression of improved resolution,
but in
fact they indicate
only a finer decoration
still
affected by all the limitations
mentioned above.
A 1 - 2 nm thick
platinum
film
is
discontinuous
(Fig.
15). Individual
platinum
clusters
are recognizable on the cell surface in a
lateral
distribution
pattern with spacings equal
to the center-to-center
distance of the molecules.
Again, no metal accumulated at the vertical
sides
of the surface features to give an image of their
shapes and sizes. However, fibers,
spanned beneath
the fenestrae
in the basement membrane, were
recognized by the metal since freedom of diffusion
is restricted
to the length of the fibers and less
metal can accumulate by diffusion.
Background Signal.
Films of loosely
packed
metal aggregates,
like gold or platinum films (see
Fi gs. 13 - 1 5), produce a hi g her s i g n a 1 than
compact continuous films of small aggregates, like
tantalum
films (see Fig. 12). The scattered
PE
generate in the local vicinity of the probe's site
a type II signal v1hich carries
a contrast
that
depends on the local scattering
conditions.
This
contrast
contribution,
referred
to as microroughness
contrast
(of the type II signal),
degrades the contrasts
of the type I signal in a
similar way as the type III background signal does
(Peters,
1984a). The micro-roughness
contribution
is fully suppressed when continuous films of small
metal aggregates
are used. This is a further
important
reason to avoid the use of gold or
platinum in high magnification
scanning work.
However, at low magnification
when a pixel
represents
a surface area equal to the exit area
for micro-roughness contrast,
the increased signal
contributes
usefully
to the image and increases
the contrast
of small features
100 - 200 nm in
size (see Figs. 6a, 8a and compare with Fig. 9a).
Application of High Resolution Imaging.
High resolution
SEM can now overcome the
limitations
imposed by platinum to TEMand combine
advantages
of conventional
scanning
electron
microscopy
with a resolution
higher
than is
obtained on TEM replicas
of qui ck-frozen,
deepetched or dried specimens.
A platinum-carbon
replica
of a similar
specimen as imaged here in
SEM (after critical-point
drying) could not reveal
any molecular
membrane
structures
or any
equivalent features on glomerular endothelial
cell
surfaces even though the specimen was prepared by
quick-freezing
and deep-etching
(Bearer et al,
1985). The eel l surface
was replicated
as a
completely
smooth plane lacking any details.
A
continuous platinum-carbon
film can decorate
and
blanket the membrane surface as demonstrated
in
detail
in the present
study. (In contrast,
on
platinum decorated surfaces SEM was able to image
at least
the decoration
sites
with a microroughness
contrast
(Fig.
15),
which is not
generated in TEM).
The progress
made with the new SEM high
resolution
imaging method using thin continuous
coatings
and a SE-I signal
contrast
becomes
obvious when the TEM and SEM images are compared
side-by side. Moreover, SEM can image large or
extensively
convoluted surfaces not accessible
to
replication,
i.e., eel l surfaces
in tissues.
The
high tilting
capability
(up to ±90°), the greater
depth of focus (due to a smaller
illumination

dimensions
of the features
to be imaged). This
obvious difference
in surface information
is lost
or becomes uncertain if decoration occurs.
Decoration
with Gold and Platinum.
Thick
metal accumulations distort the topography as well
as the redistribution
of the metal during its
deposition,
thereby
generating
decoration
of
surface features.
Conventionally
gold and platinum are used
also for high magnification
imaging. However, in
such cases the phenomenon of decoration
is often
not recognized.
Metal atoms of high surface
mobility
deposited
under conventional conditions
diffuse
on the surface
and accumulate
at sites
different
from their point of arrival.
The sites
of accumulation (nucleation
sites) are determined
by properties
of the metal and of the surface
(Basset,
1958; Bachmann et al., 1960; Peters,
1979). The accumulation
sites
on biological
surfaces are, as a rule, elevated small particles
(Peters,
1979 and 1982b). The 5 nm (average) mass
thickness
of gold deposited
under the same
conrlitions
as the tantalum
discussed
before,
produced on the cell surface a metal distribution
pattern (Fig. 13) very different
from the tantalum
coating.
The gold accumulated
on top of the
surface fine structures
into large aggregates and
formed a discontinuous
layer.
It overgrew the
lateral
dimensions
of the particles
and bridged
the gaps between their
tops. If a neighboring
particle was missing a hole remained in the growth
plane of the metal aggregates.
These holes proved that the gold did not
accumulate at the base or the vertical
sides of
the surface molecules. Most of the metal landing
at the sides moved up to the top and accumulated
into small er aggregates.
This resulted
in an
uneven distribution
of the gold reflecting
local
nucleation
site distributions.
Knowing the real
surface of the specimen (see Fig. 11) it is clear
that the gold decoration displays only the centerto-center
distance
of the particles
but does not
reveal their individual
shapes, widths, heights,
spacings or orientations.
Thus, decoration yields
only part of the topographic information.
This is
its strength
in the imaging of known surfaces
(ionic
salt
lattices)
but is its downfall
on
unknown surfaces
of biological
specimens,
membranes included.
Decoration with thick continuous gold layers
10 nm in thickness
(Fig.
14) overgre,1
the
individual
nucleation
sites,
seen in the 5 nm
thick deposition,
and filled most of the remaining
holes.
The surface
appeared
smooth with al 1
topographic
fine structures
buried under metal,
leaving
no reminder
of their
existence
at the
surface.
Frequently,
in thin platinum films used for
decoration,
metal is deposited
in such high
amounts that continuous fi 1ms are produced. Such
films decorate the surface features as do the gold
films.
Accordingly, platinum films reveal little
from the true
three-dirr.ensional
surface
information,
i.e., no vertical
dimensions smaller
than the diffusion
range of the metal (Peters,
1986) can be imaged. Since platinum or platinumcarbon accumulates
(above 100 K) into somewhat
small er clusters
than gold, a decorated
surface
may reveal smaller structures.
The images may
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Fig. 15 High magnification SE image of cell surface decorated with 1 - 2 nm thick discontinuous film of
Pt. High noise level, produced by micro-roughness
contrast,
obscures the contrast generated by the
decoration.
Platinum is no choice for high magnification imaging since it decorates (as gold does) and
produces a background noise as high as generated by a 10 nm thick gold application. (x 250,000).
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aperture)
and the possibility
of refocusing
the
image during its scan (dynamic focussing)
make
possible
a clearer
presentation
of threedimensional
molecular
structures
of biological
specimens. Stereoscopic
imaging is as valuable at
high magifications
as it has already proven to be
in TEM and for low magnification
imaging in
conventional
SEM.
The SEM preparation
techniques
include
exposure of biological
surfaces,
controlled
osmium
impregnation,
drying and metal coating at ambient
temperatures,
and are much simpler (and easier to
automate)
than the production
of quick-frozen,
deep-etched
replicas
of fractured
frozen
materials.
Scanning microscopy gives easy access
to selected
specimen areas. On the kidney slices
used in this study, imaging of endothelial
cell
surfaces in glomerular capillaries
was facilitated
by the fact that a dozen glomeruli were accessible
on each kidney slice
and on each glomerul us
several
exposed capillaries
could be preselected
in minutes.
Si nee SEM images the metal film on the
specimen surface without any further processing,
a
free choice of any kind of metal is possible,
i.e., high or low atomic numbers suitable
to coat
rather than to decorate.
Coating provides direct
access to unknown fine structures
not to be
revealed after decorating.
The high resolution
imaging mode used in this
study for all micrographs
improved the image
contrast also at medium magnifications
and thereby
made possible
the recognition
of more specimen
details than detectable
by conventional SEM. With
these new procedures it was possible to describe
new biological
structures
in a variety of tissues,
i.e., the periciliary
ridge complex in retinal
rod
eel ls (Peters et al., 1983), endothelial
pockets
in capillaries
(Peters and Milici,
1985), as well
as subcel l ul ar structures,
i.e., striped vesicles
(Peters et al., 1985) and pores in diaphragms
of
capillary
endothelium (Peters and Milici,
1983).
The application
of high resolution
SEM in
life sciences and clinical
diagnosis
will depend
on the establishment
of a solid data base of
macromolecular structures
of cells and tissues and
their
alteration
by pathological
conditions.
Such new data wi 11 complement
information
on
cytoplasmic
fine structures
of cells or cell-toc ell interactions
obtained
by the now well
established
TEM sectioning approach. However, high
magnification
SE-I SEMhas the potential
advantage
of easy access to speci fie and important
threedimensional
structural
elements
of eel ls and
tissues not seen in TEM sections.
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